
Berkeley is now poised to lead the nascent field 

of cyber policy analysis — how best to ensure 

the security of sensitive data, while encouraging 

innovation and protecting the broader public 

interest. As part of its Cyber Initiative, the William 

and Flora Hewlett Foundation selected Berkeley, 

Stanford University, and the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) to receive $15 million each to 

advance our understanding 

of security in the digital 

age. While each school 

will take a slightly different 

tack, Berkeley established 

the Center for Long-Term 

Cybersecurity (CLTC) in 

the School of Information 

(I School). Steven Weber, 

an I School and political 

science professor, serves 

as faculty director. 

When Weber joined 

Berkeley in 1989, his 

research focused on national security during the 

Cold War. Since then, he says, our concept of 

security has changed significantly, and the quality of 

our collective human future depends on how well 

we navigate the vulnerabilities that have arisen as 

a result of our ever-increasing connectivity.

“Security is no longer about avoiding nuclear 

annihilation, or even about someone hacking into 

the Pentagon,” he says. “Today, security means the 

New cybersecurity center 
flashes forward to 2020 
 
We live in a time when the line between the public 
and the personal has become blurred, and power 
struggles that take place in the virtual realm of 1s 
and 0s can have major consequences in real life. 
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most important values that people hold 

when machines and humans interact.”

In the 90s, Weber became interested 

in what he calls “the iconic problem” in 

international relations — how do you 

encourage large-scale, non-hierarchical 

cooperation? Around that time, the open 

source software movement and the 

collaborative environment that made it 

possible grabbed his attention, and he 

wrote The Success of Open Source.  

Today, Weber’s work on humanity’s 

interface with technology joins a growing 

body of research that supports his assertion 

that cybersecurity is a “master problem that 

we have to manage.” Making use of the 

breadth of Berkeley’s intellectual capital,  

the CLTC is cultivating interdisciplinary 

inquiry around this critical issue. 

“You might guess that this work touches on 

computer science, economics, healthcare, 

and law,” says Weber. “But how about 

sociology, linguistics, and anthropology?”

Approaching the complex interactions 

between humans and machines from 

multiple angles, the CLTC seeks to create 

dialogue among industry, academia, and 

government and anticipate challenges to 

societal and individual wellbeing that may 

arise as we deepen our engagement with 

digital networks and tools. In its inaugural 

year, it is developing scenarios that will 

serve as models and help the center’s 

leadership determine the best avenues  

for research. 

The CLTC recently welcomed a new 

executive director and senior research 

fellow. They join faculty researchers 

who are determined to get ahead of 
emerging problems in the rapidly 
evolving technological landscape, not 
simply react to crises as they occur. 
When 2020 arrives, Berkeley faculty will 

have seen it coming — and their insight will 

help people co-exist productively, safely, 

and meaningfully with the machines of our 

collective creation. ■

THREE KEY QUESTIONS THE CLTC IS INVESTIGATING 

Will the “internet of things” improve our ability 
to manage resources in the face of climate 
change and other challenges?

What role will big data play in understanding 
health and wellbeing?

In an era of decentralized information, how will 
conceptions of privacy, intellectual property, 
and personal safety evolve?
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“¡Literature is not a competitive sport!”

Literature is not a 
competitive sport  
When Berkeley English professor 

NAMWALI SERPELL won the Caine 

Prize for African Writing, she performed 

a mutinous act: she split the prize money 

with the four runners up. “It’s such a 

wonderful group of writers,” Serpell 

said in an NPR interview. “It felt weird 

and sad that we were going to be 

pitted against each other in some 

kind of battle royal. … Literature is 

not a competitive sport.” A native of 

Zambia, Serpell is an avowed feminist 

whose fiction ranges from traditional 

narratives to surreal works such as her 

Caine-winning short story, “The Sack.” 

At Berkeley, she teaches courses on 

literary craft and theory, encouraging her 

students to explore art for art’s sake and 

create their own magic on the page. ■

“I never would 
have created  

a language  
if I hadn’t  

gone to Cal;  
it changed  

my life.”

MEANWHILE IN THE ARTS ...
THESE WORD ALCHEMISTS ARE IGNITING OUR 
IMAGINATIVE POTENTIAL, TRANSFORMING AUDIENCES, 
AND CREATING LINGUISTIC AND LITERARY GOLD. 

The Dothraki 
word for 
encouragement
Is there a word for “encouragement” 

in Dothraki, a language spoken on 

HBO’s Game of Thrones? Language 

creator DAVID PETERSON ’03 may 

not have included it in the vocabulary 

he designed for the horse-lords of 

the Dothraki sea, but he certainly 

encourages others. A co-founder 

of the Language Creation Society, 

Peterson guides fellow enthusiasts 

to create viable grammars and 

unique vocabularies for TV and 

film, games, and other media. His 

new book, The Art of Language 

Invention, details how he turned thin 

air into Dothraki and High Valyrian for 

Game of Thrones, Trigedasleng for 

CW’s The 100, and more. ■
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“¡Literature is not a competitive sport!”

Bad ideas, great plays
Playwright YOUNG JEAN LEE ’96 engages in 

an unusual ritual to create her work. She thinks 

of the worst possible idea for a play and then 

forces herself to write about it. This method 

bewitches her inner critic long enough to let her 

tap her unconscious for challenging subjects, such 

as privilege, death, gender, and identity politics. 

Working with her eponymous theater company, she 

helps audiences drop their defenses and confront 

difficult questions by keeping them “disoriented and 

laughing.” Called “the most adventurous downtown 

playwright of her generation” by The New York 

Times, Lee ascribes her success to a willingness 

to meet fear of failure head on. Also known for her 

openness, she invites actors to help develop her 

scripts and encourages audiences to have their  

say at lively post-show talkbacks. ■
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A t a time when African Americans were barred from 

the polls, Berkeley students joined other students and 

activists from around the country to promote and expand 

voting rights in Mississippi. That effort, the Freedom Summer 

of 1964, remains an iconic moment in the Civil Rights 

Movement, as well as a spark that ignited the Free Speech 

Movement at Berkeley later that year. Fast forward about 50 

years, and history seems to be repeating itself. 

Since 2010, North Carolina has enacted a series of laws that 

have restricted access to the polls, such as eliminating same-

day registration and reducing the early voting period. While 

these laws are being challenged in the courts, about 10 

Berkeley students will head to North Carolina this summer 

to participate in community service and collaborate with 

local organizations on voter education and outreach.

“The right to vote is at the heart of democracy,” says 

Sandra Bass, director of the Public Service Center, which 

is sponsoring the trip. “Protecting this right is essential to 

inclusive and representative governance, so we’re excited to 

support community leaders who are mobilizing to ensure that 

all North Carolinians have access to the ballot.” 

Upon the students’ return, they’ll share their experiences 

to encourage and inspire others to get involved. Like their 

forebears of the first Freedom Summer, these volunteers are 

turning their ideals into action, learning from the frontlines of 

the ongoing struggle for equality. ■

Returning to the frontlines
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While studying social  

work at Berkeley, U.S. 

Representative Barbara Lee 

M.S.W. ’75 interned in the 

office of then-Representative 

Ron Dellums, kickstarting a 

career in politics that led her to 

Congress in 1998.  She credits 

the program that sent her to 

Washington, Cal in the Capital 

(CITC), with changing her life. 

Believed to be the oldest 

internship program in 

Washington, CITC celebrated 

its 50th anniversary last 

October. Since its inception, it 

has placed more than 3,500 

summer interns in more than 

400 government agencies, 

nonprofits, think tanks, and 

other D.C. organizations. 

Together these interns have  

provided an estimated 1.6 million  

hours of public service. 

J. Michael McGinnis ’66, a health 

policy leader through four presidential 

administrations and the Leonard D. 

Schaeffer Executive Officer of the 

National Academy of Medicine, founded 

CITC as an undergraduate. 

“When I was a student, the East Coast 

was a foreign country. A number of 

my fellow political science classmates 

were interested in working in D.C., and I 

decided to broker the connections,”  

says McGinnis. 

He remains an active supporter today. 

He and his wife host a picnic for the 

interns every summer.

Though the emphasis has shifted from 

interning with Congress to landing a spot 

in interest groups or nongovernmental 

agencies, the high caliber of the 

students and their dedication to public 

service and government remain.

“Many of them come back to D.C. to 

stay,” says McGinnis. ■

From Cal to the capital  
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Math major Morgan Randall ’16 
is taking on the world with 
two hands, a keen eye, and 

a giant heart. While his math studies 
have honed his capacity for accuracy, 
his curiosity and concern for others 
inspire him to represent many faces, 
interests, and ideas in drawings, video 
games, and comic books. 

Recently Randall, who literally 
draws with both hands, decided to 
make portraits of every student in 
International House, his campus home. 
Nearly 600 portraits later, he created 
a video about his effort and won a 
contest through Big Ideas@Berkeley, 
a program that supports innovative, 
high-impact student projects. He hopes 
to use the prize money to teach art and 
make murals with cancer patients at 
an oncology hospital in Vietnam. 

Randall’s ambidextrousness enables 
him to do one portrait in three 
minutes, but his interest in the 
international cohort at I-House — 
not to mention a desire to practice 
German, Japanese, and Korean — 
often lead to long conversations, new 
friendships, and treats! 

“I’ve come to love Lithuanian chocolate 
and Colombian coffee-caramels ... 
Turkish delights and Singaporean hot 
chocolate mix,” he says. “But even 
nicer than the food are the friendships 
— sometimes a total stranger becomes 
my close friend.” 

When not hanging out at I-House, 
Randall can be found on Sproul Plaza, 

making portraits for $3 a pop. He 
has also worked on video games for 
differently-abled players and created 
a comic book for a research project 
on black women superheroes. While 
studying math is helping Randall 
develop an eye for detail, he is using art 
to share his skills with others and create 
a vision of a fun, inclusive world. ■

Art + Math = Friendship
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and suppliers. In our first year, we had 

about $80,000 in donations, and we 

grew 400 pounds of produce for the  

food bank.”

New Beginnings members develop 

gardening skills over six months, then 

Tanem often helps them find permanent 

landscaping jobs. These days, the 

produce they grow is donated back to the 

shelter organization’s culinary academy 

and catering program, as well as its  

food bank.

Tanem, a proponent of organic gardening, 

stresses that a thriving garden requires 

careful attention to the needs of its 

plants and surrounding environment. He 

recommends a similar approach for a 

successful and happy life.  

“People ought to take a little time, 

discover their own talents, and do [that 

work] for the benefit of others.  

If everybody does that, many amazing 

things can be revealed.” ■

Where most people saw a parking  

lot, Robert “Bob” Tanem ’53 saw 

possibility. Tanem, who hosts a popular 

garden show on KSFO–AM, turned an 

unused bit of black top into a highly 

productive garden for people who  

are homeless. For his dedication,  

Tanem recently received Berkeley’s  

Peter E. Haas Public Service Award.

A self-described “type A” personality, 

Tanem sought a project after retiring 

from running a plant nursery. Interested 

in deepening his commitment to a Marin 

County shelter organization, he was 

particularly inspired by its New Beginnings 

program, which helps people transition 

out of homelessness through job training 

and support. 

“I asked what would happen if I created a 

garden for the people who were serviced 

by New Beginnings,” says Tanem. A board 

member offered him a half-acre parking 

lot, and he went to work. “I called in chips 

from former business partners  

ALUM PLANTS SEEDS  
OF HOPE AND CHANGE

Photo courtesy of Homeward Bound



“ Berkeley’s internationally-recognized 
faculty, extraordinary library, and 
welcoming community — you just 
can’t find that anywhere else. ”— James Barter ’68 
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Including a gift to Berkeley in your will or revocable trust helps you shape 
Berkeley’s future without touching assets or cash flow during your lifetime.

Benefits
•	 Your assets remain in your control during your lifetime and are distributed 

according to your wishes.

•	 You can direct your bequest to the campus program you care most about or 
make an unrestricted gift allowing Berkeley to meet its most pressing needs 
and opportunities at the time we receive it.

•	 Bequests are revocable and can be modified at any time.

•	 You can enjoy membership in Berkeley’s legacy society, The Benjamin Ide 
Wheeler Society.

Learn the best alternatives for you to make a gift by contacting the Office  
of Gift Planning. Explore how your bequest can fulfill your philanthropic 
priorities and strengthen Berkeley for generations to come. Your gift helps  
build a better Berkeley!

  

ogp@berkeley.edu | planyourlegacy.berkeley.edu | 800.200.0575 
Office of Gift Planning,  University of California, Berkeley
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Invest in Berkeley and help build its future! After living in San Diego, where he raised a family and built a career in 
computer science, James Barter ’68 returned to Berkeley, the city and 
university he has always considered home. Here he began an exciting 
second career, honing research skills he developed as an undergraduate 
studying history and classical languages to write educational books for 
young adults. His writing covers a wide array of subjects — from the 
lives of Renaissance artists to the animals of the Galapagos. 

Berkeley is a family affair for James. His father earned a Ph.D. in 
chemistry here, and as a child, James sped through campus on his bike. 
While at Berkeley High, he wrote papers in the quiet of Doe Library.  
For college, he never considered another university. Back in Berkeley, 
James was delighted to find he could be a student again. He audits a 
course every semester, and recently participated in classics professor 
Kim Shelton’s graduate student archaeological dig in Mycenae, Greece. 

Over the years, James has made consistent gifts to Berkeley. 
Recognizing that the campus is for him synonymous with home, 
he recently decided to include Berkeley in his estate plan. 

James has designated the proceeds from the sale of his house to 
support several campus areas that inspire him. “A library is the heart 
and soul of any university. With nearly 12 million volumes, Cal has 
the fourth largest collection in the nation. My gift to the library is 
unrestricted so that it can go where it is needed most.” He is also 
funding undergraduate scholarships to ensure that future generations 
can participate in Berkeley’s celebrated academic culture. 

That culture inspired James to return to Cal and reignite his passion 
for learning and writing. “I’m leaving my house to Cal to honor my 
intellectual home and serve the community that welcomed me 
back with open arms.”  
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James is pictured in front of the WPA murals  
on campus.



ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE WITHIN A VIBRANT COMMUNITY 

Jewish and Israel Studies





Tapping a rich set of resources, we are creating an intellectually 

challenging and socially supportive environment for our students, 

faculty, and the broader community. Ongoing efforts include:

•  Providing students with a wide array of courses, mentoring   

 opportunities, and financial support at all stages of their education

•  Supporting the teaching and research of top faculty and  

 visiting scholars

•  Promoting the exploration of the third-largest Hebrew and  

 Judaica collection in the United States, and Berkeley’s  

 renowned library holdings

•  Hosting events that bring together campus and community

Our highly respected place on the world stage will showcase an 

exemplary Jewish and Israel Studies program — one that makes the 

study of the history, beliefs, texts, and cultural practices of the Jewish 

people and of Israel as valuable and relevant for society at large as it  

is vital to the continuity of Jewish life.

The University of California, 
Berkeley, is building a 
comprehensive program in  
Jewish and Israel Studies that explores 

Jewish life and thought over time and throughout the world. We are 

committed to the rigorous academic study of the wide-ranging Jewish 

experience, and to fostering a welcoming environment for students 

pursuing knowledge and engagement in this area.

Bringing a great tradition to life
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Whether a student is interested in seeking general 

intellectual exposure or delving deeply, cultivating 

connections or understanding tradition, the Jewish and 

Israel Studies program will offer a wealth of possibilities  

for growth and learning.

A strong foundation is already in place. We currently offer:

•  A wide selection of courses in diverse departments

•  Opportunities for undergraduates to interact with   

 faculty and leading thinkers

•  Hands-on learning experiences and internships 

•  A specialized track of study for Ph.D. students to   

 prepare them for roles as teachers and researchers

We invite you to help us sustain our existing programs, 

and to support us in reaching our goal of offering three 

tiers of degrees: B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. Ultimately, we aim  

to be recognized as the country’s premier Jewish and  

Israel Studies program for both undergraduate  

and graduate students.

We are increasing our capacity 
to educate generations of 
students through stimulating academic courses and 

applied learning experiences in Jewish and Israel Studies.  

Our commitment is to provide students a welcoming 

environment and to ensure that any student — undergraduate 

or graduate, Jewish or non-Jewish — can find a way to 

engage with our Jewish and Israel Studies program.

Educating the next generation







Leveraging a world-class faculty 

The foundation of a dynamic 
program in Jewish and Israel 
Studies is a strong core of 
distinguished faculty. Their presence attracts stellar 

graduate students, engages undergraduates through a broad offering of 

compelling classes, and advances Berkeley’s highly regarded reputation 

for academic research in the field.

Our faculty is a diverse and multidisciplinary community of world-class 

academics who have made significant contributions to fields of study 

as varied as the Hebrew Bible, music, and Jewish history. Visiting 

scholars are also vital to the extraordinary range of scholarly inquiry 

and discourse available on the Berkeley campus. 

We plan to increase the number of permanent faculty and build upon 

our existing robust program for visiting professors. We also will expand 

opportunities for faculty and visiting scholars to mentor and advise 

students, further strengthening a positive atmosphere.

A larger nucleus of professors will enable the campus to broaden  

and deepen course offerings and degree programs, making it easier 

for students to integrate Jewish and Israel Studies into their  

Berkeley experience. 



Connecting the university and the public

The Jewish and Israel Studies 
program is privileged to be 
part of Berkeley, a world-class university  

with an active and open intellectual agenda, a deep regard 

for the preservation and cultivation of knowledge, and a 

commitment to serve the public.

A full and diverse set of public programs is currently 

in place. Audiences have enjoyed events such as a 

discussion on the origins of Klezmer music, a contemporary 

Israeli film, a conference on the Nuremberg trial, and a 

piano performance of music by Felix Mendelssohn set 

within a re-creation of his grandfather’s study.

Most events are free and many include an opportunity for 

the community to mix with students and faculty. Multi-day 

conferences are offered as well, providing more in-depth 

exposure within specific subject areas.

Marshalling the university’s tremendous academic 

resources — in particular The Magnes Collection of  

Jewish Art and Life, the Library’s Judaica Collection, and 

the Robbins Collection at Berkeley Law — we seek to 

create an open and supportive atmosphere to bring  

to life the culture, history, and values that are the 

cornerstones of Jewish and Israel Studies.
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Please join us in realizing our vision  
of creating a world-class Jewish and Israel Studies program befitting 

Berkeley’s stature. 

Help shape the future of Jewish 
scholarship and community

Your gift helps secure a robust future for the delivery of a premier  

Jewish and Israel studies program through these campus entities: 

The Berkeley Institute for Jewish Law and Israel Studies, established  

in 2011, which brings faculty, visiting scholars, and students together through  

two key initiatives — the Program on Israel Studies and the Program on  

Jewish Law, Thought, and Identity. 

The Center for Jewish Studies, established in 2013, which oversees 

Berkeley’s undergraduate and graduate student programs and takes the 

lead in shaping the curriculum, hiring new faculty, and providing academic 

resources for the community, on campus and off. 

The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life, acquired by the campus in 

2010, which holds 15,000 pieces — including art, texts, and ritual objects — 

and is the only collection of its kind located at a major research university. 

To learn more, contact:  

Leah Wagner-Edelstein at lwedelstein@law.berkeley.edu  

or Claudia Cohan at cohan@berkeley.edu
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